Textkraft main view and toolbar
Valid for all iPad versions 3.x and iPhone versions 1.x. Not any Textkraft version has all the features described!
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The plus (+) button creates
a new text document.

The (x) button closes the
frontmost document.

The document will be placed
right beside the currently
frontmost document. Until
you save the document to
the local storage or a cloud
service, it will be labeled as
"untitled". But you don't have
to save your documents
immediately: Textkraft saves
all changes automatically.

When the document is
unsaved, Textkraft asks you if
the document should be
saved before closing. If you
select "Don't save" the
document is not recoverable!
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This button shows you an
overview of all open
documents.
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Opens a document from
local storage or a cloud
service.

You can rearrange the
order of your documents by
tapping and holding the page
icons, close documents by
tapping the little (x) buttons
or you quickly bring a
document to the front by
shortly tapping on its page
icon.

When you select a text
document, you have two
options:
• Open copy opens an
untitled copy of the
document. The original file
will not be changed.
• When you use the Open
command, all changes will
be automatically saved to the
original file you selected.
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The share text menu
contains all possible sharing
features of Textkraft.
The topmost command
Save as ... is important to
save new ("untitled") files to a
real storage. The other
commands allow exports to
diﬀerent file formats and
sending your text to other
people via messaging, e-mail
or social networks.

When you select a noneditable document like a
presentation or PDF, you can
open it as a preview, to read
it and copy parts of the text
to other text documents.
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This button locks the app.
When you already defined a
passcode in the settings,
the app is immediately
locked and you can leave it
with the Home button.
When you did not set it up
before, the app prompts you
for your personal 4-digit
passcode. You must enter it
twice to confirm. Do not
forget your passcode, there
is no back door to unlock
Textkraft without!
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Opens the settings
window. Here you set your
application wide preferences,
like the languages you want
to use, the font face and
many more options.
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Opens the keyboard and
enters the edit mode for the
frontmost document.
When you use this button
instead of tapping on the text
itself, the cursor will be
automatically positioned
where you left of editing the
last time.

The bullets at the page bottom represent the open documents. The black bullet is the
frontmost document. You can access the next or previous document with a swipe gesture to
the left or right. You can do the swipe anywhere on your text and you don't have to close the
keyboard before swiping. The text below the dots is the storage path of your frontmost document.
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